
It is always a pleasure to take up my pen again after an overseas holiday during which 
the markets have continued to prosper mightily and the medium-term outlook remains 
positive as illustrated by the performance graph below of the ShareFinder Blue Chip 
Index. 

Furthermore, when I use a dividend 
yield comparison to track how 
expensive this market has become as 
illustrated in the long-term graph 
composite on the right, it is evident that 
the market has still some way to go 
before it appears likely to equal the 
average dividend yield low of 2.45 
percent which it reached at the peak of 
the 2007 bull market. Currently the 
average dividend yield of all shares 
included in the Blue Chip Index is 2.84 
percent, up from a low of 2.72 percent in 
early May. Neither, if ShareFinder’s 
usually reliable Fourier projection system is to be believed, is the yield likely to fall to its 2007 
low in the foreseeable 12 months. It is, however, important not to grow to complacent about 
this comparison for the 2007 yield low has only been equalled twice in history, on the eve of 
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the 1929 share market crash and again in 2002. Furthermore, it matters little what happens in 
South Africa when the boom and bust cycles 
of practically the whole world’s markets take 
their marching orders from the New York 
Stock Exchange. Seeking out dividend yield 
averages for New York is difficult but one 
can readily look up the Shiller Ratio for New 
York’s Standard and Poors 500 Index which 
currently stands at 25.9 which is 56 percent 
higher than its historic mean of 16.6.  
Ahead of the 2007 market peak the Shiller 
ratio peaked at 27.4 as illustrated in the 
graph on the right. So it is clear that we are 
getting perilously close to critical turning 
points in world markets. 
* The cyclically adjusted price-to-earnings ratio, commonly known as CAPE Shiller P/E, or P/E 10 ratio, is a 
valuation measure usually applied to broad equity markets. It is defined as price divided by the average of ten 
years of earnings (Moving average), adjusted for inflation. 
 

Now the reality of such times is that as markets move close to the end of their bull phases, the 
graphs tend to rise exponentially. In other words, the headiest profits are made in the final 
phases of all bull markets and so everyone becomes increasingly optimistic as markets soar 
upwards in their final phases. Furthermore, there is no perfect means of detecting in advance 
when such peaks are likely to occur or what event might trigger the final decline. Just 
understand that such an event could occur at any time soon so as always, don't take risks now. 
The 2011 Prospects Portfolio 

While the Prospects Portfolio has just 
made a new peak value of R2 266 285 
which has ensured that it continues to 
outperform the Blue Chip Index by 5%, 
the graph on the right makes it clear that 
the portfolio has been in a sideways trend 
for most of this year. While all shares in 
the portfolio are up on their cost prices, 
there are three relative underperformers 
in Capitec, Clicks and Howden. 
Capitec was slow to get going after 
purchase but of late has begun to perform 
well. Clicks, graphed right below, went 
sideways for most of 2013 but has gained 
15% since February and is projected to continue rising for 
the rest of 2014 while Howden, having fallen during in 
May and June, has now recovered and is projected to 
continue upwards for the foreseeable future. 
Only one share in the portfolio currently appears to be 
under threat: Famous Brands which has been subject to 
continued selling pressure but there has been nothing in 



its performance statistics to explain why this should be and so I am content for now to continue 
holding it. 
Investment Grade Underperformers 
Listed overleaf as usual are all shares which have been underperforming the Quality List averages in 
respect of price growth rates over the past five years. Note that all the shares listed qualify for inclusion in 
the ShareFinder Quality list because of their consistent dividend growth rates over many years and those 
listed in green under the Dividend Growth heading have been consistently delivering above-average 
dividend growth rates over at least the past five years. Being an underperformer is not necessarily an 
argument for disposing of any of these shares, but readers should note that if a share has failed to deliver 
above average price growth over as long a period as five years, then it is unlikely in the short to medium 
term to get much better. Some shares which feature in this list are gladly included in many portfolios of 
investors seeking dividend income rather than pure capital growth. So before you decide to ditch any of 

these, do your research carefully. To help you in this regard, we include a “Total Return” column which is 
the sum of the dividend yield and the annualised capital growth rate average over five years.  



 
Top SA Performers: 

The following shares are offered as suggested replacements for any in your portfolio that are 
achieving lesser growth rates than the ShareFinder Blue Chip average growth rates. The 
shares listed in the first block below have been selected because of their investment grade 
quality and their very high dividend growth rate and superior investment safety. The second 
block of ten offer significantly higher dividend growth rates but at the price of a greater degree 
of investment risk: 
The shares listed in the third block below have been selected because of their investment 
grade quality and their very high price growth rate. These offer superior investment safety. 
Those in the fourth block generally offer signifi- cantly higher price growth rates but at the 
price of a greater degree of investment risk: 



Unit Trusts 

The topmost (green flagged) unit trusts listed below conform to the ideal that the latest annual price 
growth rate is greater than the average of the past five years (Half) and the five-years average is 
greater than that of the previous ten years (Full). In the groups that follow it should be noted that a 
high ten-year growth average is seldom followed by similarly high interim growth rates which un-
derscores the fact that it is very difficult ever to select consistently high-performing funds. Trusts 
with the lowest Risk number are the least price-volatile. 


